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RUN launches collaboration in languages and creative and performing arts

The Regional Universities Network (RUN) has launched its collaboration among member universities in the teaching of languages and creative and performing arts.

The Chair of RUN, Professor Peter Lee, said the initiative had benefits for students, member universities, the network, and for regional Australia.

“Students will have a broader range of subjects to choose from and exposure to other study modes through the pooling of resources across the network. Language and creative and performing arts units available at one RUN university will be offered via distance education to students at other RUN members. Each university will promote cross-institutional units relevant to its students and offer a streamlined approach to enrolment,” Professor Lee said.

“Languages available across the network include Chinese, Japanese, Indonesian, French, German, Italian and Spanish and classical. The offerings in creative and performing arts include music, theatre, visual arts and design, creative writing, communications and media and film and television.

“Individual RUN universities will be able to complement their own offerings with those available at other member universities. Deeper academic links will be established between institutions.

“Importantly, the initiative will help keep the option of studying languages and performing and creative arts alive in regional Australia, vital for the cultural life and development of regional communities.

“In time, we intend to broaden the teaching collaboration to units in other disciplines,” Professor Lee said.

“The universities of the Regional Universities Network (RUN) are committed to enhancing their capacity and sustainability and positioning themselves for the future through greater collaboration as a network of universities with similar missions and student cohorts. This initiative demonstrates the benefits of working together.”

Follow the Regional Universities Network on:
Twitter: @RegUniNet
Facebook: www.facebook.com/RegionalUniversitiesNetwork

General Contact: Dr Caroline Perkins
Executive Director, Regional Universities Network, 0408 482 736
University contacts:

General: Professor Hilary Winchester, DVC, CQUniversity, phone: 07-4930-6731; Professor Marcia Devlin, DVC (Learning and Quality), Federation University Australia, phone: 03-5122-6571

Languages: Professor Alison Sheridan, Atg PVC Academic, UNE, phone: 02-6773-3895

Creative and Performing Arts: Professor Judith Brown, School of Education and the Arts, CQUniversity, phone: 07-4940-7813; Professor Rhod McNeill, Head, School of Arts and Communication, USQ, phone: 07-4631-1091

Languages and Creative and Performing Arts: Professor Rod McCulloch, USC, phone: 07-5459-4867
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